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R eflection s
When one writes a column in 
order to get enough material to 
write an article about, one has to 
spend a lot of time talking to 
people and listening to 
everyone’s pet theory or an­
noyance. The other day is a 
perfect illustration of the 
problems one faces just about 
everyday.
As I passed through the 
cafeteria, someone called my 
name, and Lo and Behold, there 
was Dr. Dinque waving to me. 
Being polite by nature and 
inquisitive by trade, I brought 
mycoffee over and sat down in 
the chair being offered by Dr. 
Dinque. Immediately my senses 
put me on guard. First, 
recognizing me and then offering 
me a chair put the Dr. quite out of 
character. Passion rising in my 
typing fingers, I sat down.
“Have you heard, Spyder?” 
asked the Dr.
“Heard what?” I replied. I 
tried desperately to think of the 
most trivial thing I had heard in 
the last couple of days but could 
think of nothing that might have 
disturbed Dr. Dinque. Nothing. 
Absolutey nothing. Posters on 
the painted walls? No, that 
wouldn’t be it. Instructions to the 
faculty on how to use the 
telephones on campus? No., that 
■had already been dealt with at a 
Faculty Association meeting. 
What could it be?
“It’s disastrous. It’s mon­
strous. They can’t do it.” Dr. 
Dinque fumed, color rising.
“Easy now, Dr. Dinque,” I 
tried to calm him. “What’s so 
disastrous?” This was obviously 
more serious than the last thing 
U) raise the Doctor’s blood- 
pressure. Dr. Dinque’s last cause 
was the way the minutes were 
tx»ken in the University Senate
meetings. We almost lost him to 
cardiac arrest that time.
“The turncoats want to...they 
can’t do it.”
“For heavens sake. Doctor, 
who wants to do what?”
“They want to end the tenure 
system, that’s what!”
I wasn’t sure that I had heard 
the Doctor correctly. I mean, 
this was something like telling 
me that the law of gravity had 
been repealed. Surely, he must 
be m istaken. How could 
something like this shake the 
placid world of academia. This 
was like getting laid off from a 
Job in the army....And on the 
eighth day. He created tenure.
“Doctor, did you say end 
tenure? "The rank and tenure 
system ? Tradition of
traditions?” The good Doctor 
must be slipping rapidly, I 
thought.
“Yes, the tenure system. How 
could they? We’ve served them 
well. And without so much as a 
warning!” The doctor was 
beside himself with grief. It 
pained me to see a grown man 
brought to the brink like this. It 
was plain to seethat his life was 
passing before him as a man 
about to die.
“ That is hard  to believe, 
DoctorDinque,” hard was not the 
word for it. “Who is they?” Who 
were the infidels? This was 
obviougsy the work of heretics. 
Rabble-rousers in the temple.
“The Senate, my boy. That’s 
who. Faculty, students and 
administrators. Traitors all. 
Must be a Commie element.” 
When ever DoctorDinque needed 
something, he came out with one 
of those “My boy” lines.
“Well, Doctor, please calm 
yourself. If it was done by 6ie 
Senate, they must have had good
----------b y  Spyder—
recommendations. We both know 
they don’t act until everything is 
perfectly clear, I mean right 
down to the bloody punctuation. 
They certainly don’t act in haste, 
you know”
“But how could they. I mean 
the Faculty members. The 
Administration doesn’t surprise 
me, they’re always trying to get 
us. And the students are always 
harping about the way we teach. 
After all, who are they to tell us 
our business? But the faculty? 
How could they?” DoctorDinque 
never did have a strong rapport 
with his students but I could 
understand his feeling about the 
faculty. He thought they were 
being keptin line. So had I.
Admist my spilled coffee, he 
-pounded the table. “Ever since 
we started taking those young 
instructors with all their way out 
ideas, radicals, that’s what they 
are. I ’ve been expecting 
trouble.”
“Well, Doctor, it might not be 
such a bad idea.” Oops. I had 
just put myself in the enemy 
camp. “What do they propose in 
its place?” This was getting 
interesting and since the Doctor 
might sever the conversation now 
that I had not aligned myself with 
him, I pressed the question.
“They want to have five-year 
contracts. After five-years my 
instructing record would be 
reviewed and then they would 
decide who would be renewed!” 
He was obviously not entralled 
with the idea of being reviewed.
I could not resist {ffodding him. 
“Surely, Doctor, an instructor 
would not mind that. It could 
very well serve to keep people on 
their toes. Who would do the 
reviewing?”
Cont. P , 7
Editorial:
The New Era
Welcome, PresidentKidera, welcome. Our 
welcome is actually twofold. We welcome you 
personally but we also welcome the new era that 
comes with your appointment to Sacred Heart 
University.
The previous eight years of this university’s 
short history has been preparatory. The entity 
that was once an idea has taken form and become 
a reality. For eight years, this university under 
the leadership of Mr. Conley, strove to become 
solid, to be based on a solid foundation. This has 
been accomplished. Now must come change and 
improvement.
Mr. Kidera what will probably end up as your 
most difficult task lies on the horizon. This 
university must now make itself distinctive 
among the other institutions in this area. It must 
no longer be just another university, a factory 
that takes in students for a fee and turns out, four 
years later, “good citizens” . An institution of 
higher learning no longer can guarantee its 
students a bread tickets, a guaranteed easier life 
because of a diploma.
With this in mind, we feel it is necessary for you 
to change the attitude of many people in this 
university. There are people here who feel that an 
“education” as symbolized by the diplomas is an 
end in itself. These people feel that it is the func­
tion of this institution to supply students with 120 
credit hours of study so that they are eligible for 
that mock prize, the diploma. Students, in some 
instances believe this and why shouldn’t they? It 
is in the air they breathe in some areas.
With the beginning of this new era, change 
should start at this very point. You will find 
resistance from many quarters. Sir, from those 
who view change as the precursor of chaos. But if 
this attitude remains in just one area, would not 
chaos be preferable to stagnation? Would not it 
be desireable for Sacred Heart University to 
teach its students to think? Would not this be 
preferable to turning out simply “good citizens”?
As you pledged to us. Sir, create the attitude of 
search, of creative thought. And dispose of those 
who would co-opt this attitude for they are the 
cause of stagnation, stagnation that this, or any 
other institution can never tolerate.
Welcome, President Kidera. Welcome and 
good llirJrjj|iiiiMw.iMiiiiiawiiitii m r i '  li r i n n f - ' ^ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Editorial;
A R ecipe
Take a small amount of grass, the smoking 
type, add five young people. To this add a 
beautiful fall day and a shady spot on a lawn, any 
spot but preferably in view of a parking lot. After 
mixing all ingredients liberally, add one over- 
zealous police officer. Allow this mexture to sit 
for about one half hour Now add about four 
hundred young people as spectators and a pinch of 
violence. What do you get?
You get a most unpredictable mixture that 
could have disastrous results. Something along 
the order of a riot and-or injury. Not exactly what 
one would like to mix up in one’s kitchen.
To avoid this mixture, and its most explosive 
possibilities, a procedure used in fire fighting 
would do very nicely. Remove any one of the 
necessary ingredients. We make no suggestions 
as to which one should be removed but we most 
heartily suggest that at least one, if not more, be 
removed in any future occurrances . Remember, 
smoking may be hazardous to your health, and 
freedom and finances.
VOTE
Vote
A New Light . . .Pres Kidera
Behind the President President Kidera
by DULLIVAN CHAVIS 
At an academic convocation on 
September 21, Mr. Robert Kidera 
entitled his acceptance speech, 
“ It Started In The Future” . The 
second president introduced a 
new outlook for the future of 
Sacred Heart.
The inauguration of the new 
president was attended by
state institutions.
“And fourth, I commit myself, 
and all my energies, to the 
creation at Sacred H eart 
University of an atmosphere of 
excitm ent, of friendship, of 
Christian Joy. Certainly, Sacred 
Heart’s purpose is to be a com­
munity of learning, of scholarly 
achievem ent and intellectual
several hundred students, growth. But Sacred Heart is also 
faculty, and community leaders, a community of living. This
He succeeds Dr. William Conley 
who was unable to attend the 
ceremonies due to a regrettable 
illness. The wife of Dr. Conley 
who was present at the in­
stallation, accepted the second 
Curtis Medal presented by 
Bishop Walter W. Curtis for her 
husband.
The new president stated that 
“Sacred Heart is a shared en­
terprise, and we look forward to 
building its future together.” He 
also stated, “ the 
AmericanUniversity as an in­
stitution has widely failed to keep 
pace with the changing character 
and the changing needs of a 
changing society.” The reason 
for this according to Mr. Kidera 
is the venerable history and 
traditions of most universities.
“First, I commit myself and 
my energies to continue the spirit 
of innovation and change that 
first motivated the founders of 
Sacred Heart University. I 
believe Sacred Heart has an 
historic role to play in the world 
of higher education-as an in­
stitution that has great flexibility 
and the daring to move along new 
paths. Similarly, I commit 
myself to the role of catalyst to 
stim ulate both faculty and 
students for new ideas to improve 
the quality of instrudtion, the 
curriculum, and the university’s 
total academic life. I predict that 
in the years ahead, you will har 
much about new types of courses, 
of new methods of instruction, 
and of unusual class schedules at 
Sacred Heart.”
“Second, I commit Sacred 
Heart University to shape its 
educational programs and ser­
vices even more directly in 
response to the changing, most 
pressing, Educational needs of 
the G reater Bridgeport and 
southwestern Connecticut area it 
serves. I can see pressure to 
expand the curricula of our 
Department of Business and 
similar career oriented areas.
“ Third, I pledge m yself 
together with the Trustees and 
the other members of the Sacred 
Heart Community to develop and 
to strenghthen the financial 
resourses our University will 
need in the years ahead. As we 
strengthen the curriculum and 
make instructions more relevant 
and attractive, we can expect to 
increase our enrollment, thus 
increasing our income. Added 
income must also come from 
increased voluntary gift support. 
We will be looking especially to 
the industry and business of the 
area...to individuals of means 
who recognize in Sacred Heart’s 
innovative character a worthy 
object of their support. I am 
convinced that the financial 
problems of Sacred H eart 
University-and of all private 
colleges and universities of our 
state cannot be solved without 
new and substantial suppOTt from 
both federal and state govern­
ments. On the national level, we 
will expand our efforts in the 
months ahead to ensure the final 
passage of the “Pell Bill,” which 
has the approval of the SenatS 
and is now tefore the house.” On 
the State level, we expect to 
make our voice heard in Hart­
ford... to convince the Governor 
and the Commission onHigher 
Education that students a t­
tending private colleges, and the 
parents of these students, are 
ful2 lass citizens of the state and 
deserve financial assistance no 
less than students enrolled in
University in which Trustees, 
faculty, and adm inistrators, 
students are joined in common 
cause..is now just a preparation 
for life. It is life already being 
lived. Together all of us can 
experience the thrill of learning, 
of discovering the deeper 
meaning of things, of being 
touched by the beauty of art and 
music, of knowing and loving 
other human beings. College life 
must become fun again, that 
exalted fun of being together, of 
sharing with teachers and 
students the great joy of learning 
and living. I want the halls of 
Sacred Heart to ring with the 
sound of laughter, of love, and of 
the joy of learning.”
by ANDY AVEDISIAN
On July 1 , 1971 Mr. Robert A. 
K idera became the second 
president in the short history of 
Sacred Heart University. The 
former Fordham vice-president 
succeeded Dr. William H. Conley, 
founding president, who was 
moved up a notch on the ad­
ministrative ladder, to become 
Sacred Heart’s first chancellor.
The former president will now 
concentrate his efforts towards 
long range fiscal and academic 
planning and serving as principal 
advisor to the incoming 
president.
Mr. Kidera has been active for 
26 years in university teaching, 
educational, administration, and 
pubic relations and fun d raising 
at three of the nation’s major 
universities; Marquette, Cornell 
and Fordham.
He has served as vice-president 
of Tamblyn and Brown, Inc. of 
New York, since September 1%0 
and has supervised the public 
relations activities of the firm. 
Tamblyn and Brown provices 
public relations and fund raising 
services for educational and 
health service organizations
throughout the country.
From 1%5 to 1%9, he was 
president of university relations 
and development at Fordham. 
While there, Mr. Kidera planned 
the strategy and supervised the 
program of university relations, 
alumni relations, publications, 
and fund raising.
Our new president was 
executive director of the For­
dham U niversity council, a 
member of the president’s ad­
ministrative council, and the 
university budget committee. As 
part of his responsibilities, Mr. 
Kidera planned the total effort to 
create public understanding and 
support for Fordham University 
in its efforts to become a leading 
national autonomous institution 
within American higher 
education.
Prior to coming to Fordham, 
Mr. Kidera served as assistant to 
the president for development 
and university relations and 
director of university relations at 
Cornell between 1961 and 1964. 
Whioe there, he coordinated and 
supervised the total university 
program aimed at developing 
understanding and support for
Heads Welcome President
By FRAN BUGLIONE
Area educators, city officials, 
and other noted personalities as 
well as parents, students, and 
friends had been invited to attend 
the installation.
Sacred Heart University of­
ficials who participated in the 
program include: Mrs. Robert A. 
Kidera, wife of the President, and 
their six children; Walter W. 
Curtis, Bishop of Bridgeport; 
Stephen J. Bennett, Dean of 
College; Herbert C. Clish, Dean 
of Faculty ; John A. Croffy, dean 
of students; Mrs. William H. 
Conley, wife of former President 
Conley; Paul B. Dubinsky, 
P resident of the University 
Student Government; the Rev. 
John B. Guiliani, University 
Chaplain; Dr. John L. Mahar; 
Chairm an of the University 
Senate; Richard A. Matzek, 
University L ibrarian ; Dr. 
Maurice J. O’Sullivan, Univer­
sity Vice-president; Anthony 
Scalisi, P resident of the 
University Parent Association; 
Peter V. Schwickert, President of 
the Alumni Association; and 
John W. Welch, Business 
M anager. Faculty  and 
University class officers also 
attended.
Members of the Sacred Heart 
University Board of Trustees 
include; Robert D. Delaney, Fred 
F ra s s in e l l i ,J r . ,  A lexander 
Hawley, Robert W. Huebner, 
Jam es R. K err, Donald H. 
McGannon, Monsignor John F-
McGough, secre tary ; Dr. 
Manning M. P attillo , and 
Leonard A. Schine.
Members of the Sacred Heart 
University Board of Associates 
include: John J. O’Keefe,
president; Edward J. Barry, Jr., 
Mrs. Robert J. Connell, Francis 
V. Donovan, Mr. and Mrs. 
Alanson C. Harper, Mr. and Mrs. 
Thomas J. Kennedy II, Donald E. 
Neuberger, and Robert D. 
Tiernan.
Area government officials and 
clergy, who also attended, in­
clude: Monsignor David Bannon, 
Pastor of St. Peter’s parish; Sr. 
Cecilia Comtois, F .S .E ., 
President of Annhurst College; 
Huch C. Curran, Mayor of 
B ridgeport; the Rev. Frank 
Dellollio, former director of the 
Diocesan CYO; the Rev. Thomas 
Driscoll, Secretary to Bishop 
Curtis; Representative and Mrs. 
Roy H. Ervin of Fairfield, Ber­
nard D. Helfrich, superintendent 
of the Bridgeport Diocesan school 
system; Representative and Mrs. 
Earl T. Holdsworth; President 
and Mrs. Francis H. Horn of the 
University of New Haven; Dr. 
and Mrs. H. Parker Lansd^e of 
the Higher Education Center of 
Urban Studies; and President 
Edward J. Liston, of Housatonic 
Community College.and William 
L. Hawkins, Executive Director 
of the Bridgeport Chamber of 
Commerce.
Also, P resident and Mrs.
Thurston E. Manning of the 
Unoversity of Bridgeport; the 
Rev. William M clnnes SJ, 
President of Fairfield Univer­
sity; President and Mrs. William 
E. Owens of the Bridgeport 
Engineering Institute; Mr. and 
Mrs. Nicholas Panuzio, 
Bridgeport Republican mayoral 
candidate; Thomas Pyle, Vice- 
president of University Relations 
who represented Dr. Archibald 
Woodruff of the University of 
Hartford; Howard Rosenstein, 
Superintendent of the Bridgeport 
Public School System; President 
Charles E. Shain of Connecticut 
College; Mrs. Agnes C. Ximons, 
Democratic state representative 
of the 139th district; Monsignor 
John Toomey, Vicar-General of 
the Diocese; Joseph W. Venables, 
S tratford  Town M anager; 
Representative Hcirry W. Wenz of 
the 141st district; and Dr. and 
Mrs. Joseph Zapytowski, 
Superintendent of the Fairfield 
public school system.
The planning committee in­
cluded Monsignor John F. 
McGough, Dr. M aurice J. 
O’Sullivan, Joseph R. Burkart, 
Director of development, Paul B. 
Dubinsky, William B.Kennedy, 
Assistant to the President; Dr. 
John L. Mahar, Dr. Anthony V. 
Pinciaro, Chemistry Department 
Chairman, and Peter V. Sch- 
wickcrt.
Radio stations WICC, WNAB, 
and WSHU-FM covered the in­
stallation.
the inpitution among its various 
constituencies.
Mr. Kidera rose from assistant 
to full tenured professor at 
Marquette University’s colleg of 
journalism, one of the country’s 
leading centers of com­
munication study. In addition to 
extensive classroo teaching, he 
directeed preparation of 
m aster’s degree theses, coun­
seled students, moderated the 
student new spaper and un­
dertook major research projects, 
including content analysis of the 
daily newspapers in the state of 
Wisconsin for the state  
publisher’s association. During 
this period, he worte a high 
school journalism text adopted 
by more than 120 institutions, and 
maintained an acive role in the 
Association of Education for 
Journalism. He also lectured 
extensively a t workshops or 
institutes involving his 
professional field of knowledge.
While at Marquette between 
1948 and 1961, Mr. Kidera com­
bined academ ic and ad- 
monistrative abilities. In the 
later capacity, he rose to the 
position of Erector of public 
relations, afte r serving as 
executive d irector of the 
M arquette 75th Anniversary 
celebration, and executive 
secretary  of the alumni 
association.
President Kidera’s educational 
background includes St. 
PProcopius College Academy, 
Lisle, Dlinois (1935); Phd and 
M.A. degrees, M arquette 
University (1939 and 1949 
respectively).
President 
Addresses 
Senate
At the opening of the first 
Senate meeting onWednesday, 
Septem ber 22, Sacred H eart 
University President,Robert A. 
Fidera, pledged his full support 
to the University Senate. In his 
opening statem ent, P resident 
Kidera went on record as saying 
that if, when he arrived, there 
had been no Senate, one of his 
first acts would have been to 
organize one.
President Kidera expressed a 
desire to work with the Senate, 
and take part in its discussions. 
This, he says would shorten the 
time it takes a recommendation 
to reach the Board of Trustees 
since it would not have to stop at 
his office for approval.
Following President Kidera’s 
address, a proposal by student 
Senator RobertRemillard was 
made that the Board of Trustees 
appoint the Senate President as 
an exofficio member of the Board 
of Trustees. In addition one 
member of the faculty, .one 
member of the administration, 
and one member of the student 
body be appointed as full 
m em bers of the Board of 
Trustees. After a short 
discussion the proposal was with­
drawn. It is expected to be 
rewritten and reproposed at| the 
next Senate meeting.
The last order of business was 
the election of the Steering 
Committee. The committee’s 
function is to co-ordinate Senate 
activity. Dr. Anthony V. 
Pinuaro, Chemistry Department 
Chairman, Mr. Charles W. 
Harper, Head of Business 
D epartm ent, and Professor 
Robert M orrissey, Math 
D epartm ent were faculty 
members elected. Dr. John 
O’Sullivan was elected from the 
administration. Gregory Collins, 
Sophomore class president, and 
David Maffucci, Senior class 
president and Senate Vice- 
President, were elected from the 
student Senators.
5 v . ^  '  ■' X ' j f -  "
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Busted!
Sacred H eart Univer- 
sityCampus was the scene of five 
arrests onSeptember 16, at ap­
proximately 1:45 p.m. Of the five 
arrested, three were identified as 
SHU students. This tacky bust 
resulted in charges of possession
dt marijuana and one toeach of 
peace charge. A bust, always a 
grim incident, was over intiiated 
by a single off duty policeman 
before a group of students (ap­
prox. 300 in number), few faculty 
members, and one ad­
ministrator. This high-lighted
the second week of classes at the 
University. The casually dressed
off-duty policeman. Officer -----
-----saw the offenders engaging
in what he described as the 
smoking of marijuana. As he 
proceeded to make arrests in a 
hostile-like manner, one victim 
was said to have resisted this 
excessive abuse and was Kicked, 
handcuffed and helf a t gunpoint 
by this belligerent officer. A few 
members of the student body 
began to drift closer to the scene, 
as the gunman indiscriminately 
pointed at them, warning of his
Draft Information Center
intentions but never identifying 
himself. S.H.U. security sum­
moned Fairfield police to assist 
in the arrests. As reinforcements 
arrived, the passive crowd 
watched policemen handcuff and 
frisk the accked and search the 
area to make their misdemeanor 
charge stick.With the exception 
of one student, who was released 
later at the Fairfield police 
station on charges of breach of 
peace, the Crowd was well- 
mannered, and was like the often 
spoke of “silent majority”. 
Unfortunate, but typical of the 
S.H.U. student body.
Flicks
Plans for a draft counseling 
service are now underway at 
Sacred Heart University, ac­
cording to L. Wayne Rogers, 
draft counselOT of the Counseling 
Center.
Although not many people 
know about this service, which is 
yet to be established, Mr. Rogers 
would like it to consist of six or 
more interested and qualified 
faculty and students who will be 
trained by professional draft 
counselors from Yale. These 
people, in turn, will be able to 
offer the necessary advice to both 
those young men entering the 
service and those who first wish 
to continue their education. This 
service will also provide a means 
for familiarizing young men with 
the most recent changes con­
cerning deferments as a result of 
the new selective service law.
Mr. Rogers sees draft coun­
seling as a vital and continuing 
need throughout universitHs and 
colleges.
♦ “ D raft counseling,”  he 
stressed, “is not draft resistance.
It is simply providing in­
formation, interpretation, and 
guidance which are  legally 
provided by the U.S. Selective 
Service. It is also an attepipt to 
help a person clarify objectives, 
responsibilities and procedures 
that are legally available to 
him.”
Mr . Rogers, who organizeo’ 
Norwalk’s d ra ft counseling 
service in 1967, also noted not 
many young men are familiar 
with the classification' changes. 
The II-S deferments known as 
Student deferments for college 
students have now been
eliminated, but it is stillhonored 
for those who are full-time 
students, those who are con­
tinuing their education in good 
standing, and those who already 
have a II-S classification prior to 
this law change.
Throu^ this service, young 
men will also have the op­
portunity to see how these 
changes will affect them and the 
benefits which are available once 
they are in the service. In­
formation concerning alter­
natives to military duty, such as 
the Air Force, Coast Guard, and 
the Reserves are also available.
Students interested in 
becoming draft counselors are 
asked to see Mr. Rogers of the 
Counseling Center in the South 
wing.
•‘Who’s Who”
Dean Croffy’s office has an­
nounced the 1972 Sacred Heart 
University nominations to 
“ Who’s Who in American 
Universities and Colleges.”
Graduating in May of 1972 are 
Joseph Almeida, Sandra 
Arrington, Therese Barros, 
Robert Check, Carole Christy, 
Paul Dubinsky, William Duplex, 
Betty Falco, R ichard Gulas, 
Sally Kamszik, Michael Kinney, 
John Kolinofsky, Sharon Kubus, 
and David McNamara.
Also: David Maffuci, Frances 
Murray, Linda Piccolo, Frances 
Pierwola, Mario Russo, Jean 
Marie Turecek and Patricia 
Wysocki.
Graduating inDecember of 1971 
are  Anna M arie Hernandez, 
Donato Rinaldi and Anne Croffy 
Sherwood.
Dr. Strangeiove, or How 1 
Learned to Stop Worrying and 
Love the Beach, was reveiwed on 
September 14. It marked the first 
of the 13 motion pictures to be 
shown in the Sacred H eart 
University Literary Lecture Hall 
on Tuesday nights at 8:00 p.m. 
conducted by the Reverend John 
B. Giuliani, Sacred H eart 
Chaplin. Admission is $1.00.
When asked what were the 
reasons and intentions of the 
coming motion pictures. Father 
Giuliani stated, “ I feel that these 
motion pictures will give the 
people an insight into the en­
vironment” . He stated, “We live 
in a spiritual and violent climate 
and in order to live within this 
climate with a little more suc­
cess, we must understand the 
{H-oblems which exist.” Tickets 
may be purchased from the 
Cliaplin’s office during school 
hours.
Coming pictures and dates are: 
Oct. 19 Joe 
Nov. 9 The Fox 
Nov. 16 Pretty Poison 
Nov. 23 Hie WildBunch 
De. 14 Alice’s Restaurant 
Feb. 1 The Damned 
Feb. 29 Reflections In A 
Golden Eye 
Mar. 14 The Ballad of Carl 
Hogue
April 25 America, America
Seniors expecting to graduate 
in December 1971, May 1972 or 
August 1972 should im ­
m ediately request an ap­
pointment with Mr. Bohn, the 
registrar, to go over degree 
requirements and apply for 
graduation.
Sumnier Stock, 
Fall Extension
by NANCY KOLWICZ 
Early in July, the phenomenon 
known as “Cabaret Theatre” 
made a dazzling debut on the 
SHU campus. Every Friday and 
Saturday night since,the Cabaret 
has welcomed an eager and ever 
increasing audience.
Direct3d by ClaudeMcNeal, 
Head of theUniversity’s Drama 
Department, in conjunction with 
composer Lea Bissell, Musical 
Director of theYale Cabaret, the 
producton offers French, Ger­
man, and American cabaret 
songs, featuring not only SHU 
students, but also talent from the 
surrounding community.
The Company’s increasing 
(repertory) offered such diverse 
entertainment as an evening 
withBrecht,Brel, or Rodgers and 
Hammerstein, selections from 
“ H air” and “ Jesus Christ 
Superstar” , and a take off on the 
glittering musical era of the 30’s, 
entitled, “Dames At Sea.” 
Cabaret entertainment is not 
the rigidly structured theatre, to 
which most of us are accustomed.
It is an informal theatre 
situation, in which the audience 
and performer are involved on a 
more intimate level. It is this 
intimate cafe atmosphere which 
Mr. McNeal and his crew have 
successfully captured.
With imagination and talent the 
company has transoformed a 
part of the large student lounge 
into a small cafe type room, 
complete with candle-lit tables.
A stripped down stage with a 
simple backdrop, plus a few 
strategically placed lights, allow 
the audience to become totlwlly 
absorbed in the performance.
Cabaret originally came to 
SHU as a six week summer 
workshop, set up by Mr. McNeal 
for the school’s drama students. 
The Bridgeport Community 
welcomed the “ Summer 
Cabaret” withopen arms, and a 
decision was made to keep the 
Cabaret running through August.
Managing a strict rehearsal 
schedule, the company presented 
an 8:30 and 10:30 show each 
Friday and Saturday evening 
through Labor Day. By mid­
summer, the Cabaret played to 
full houses, and soon reservations 
were required to insure a table.
As word of the Cabaret spread, 
the company was invited to Stowe 
Playhouse, Stowe, Vermont, 
where it presented “Luv” , the 
Brel Show, and the “Last Sweet 
Days of Isaac.” More recently, 
the company has received an 
offer to tour theCatskills during 
the Christmas holidays.
Another feature of 
theBridgeport Cabaret is 
“singing commercials.” They 
are of the same high quality 
which the show displays and are 
done in an impromptu manner.
Refreshments ae served at a 
mere 25c per drink, and for the 
$1.50 admission charge you are 
treated to an evening which 
surpasses the entertainment of a 
$3.00 movie.
For those who missed the 
Summer Cabaret, it has been 
extended until a t least October. 
The shows mentioned will be 
repeated and are well worth 
seeing, even a second time.
SHU students and alumni in­
volved with the Cabaret are: 
Mike Collins, Eileen Conley, 
Mary Lou Edwards, Scott Fabri, 
Bob Fallon, Rick Gianiero, Mark 
Graham, Joe Hayes, Patricia 
Hemenway, Ray Horvath, Chris 
Hunziker, Debbie Kunz, Keith 
Lobdell, P atrick  Lombard, 
George Lombardi, Mary Miko, 
Tink Matzek, John Ratzenberger, 
Didi Saad, Larry Shields, Gary 
Snyder, Bob Sweet, Mary Lou 
Szczesiul, and Tim Wilson.
The Graduate Record Exam 
will be held at the University of 
Bridgeport and Fairfield  
University on:
December* 11, 1971 
January 15, 1972 
February 26, 1972 
April 22, 1972
Show Cause 
Hearings
by ADELLE WOOD 
This year Student Government 
has decided to handle the 
renewing of organizational 
charters in an entirely different 
manner. Instead of just renewing 
the charters, as was traditional, 
it has decided to have a ‘show- 
cause’ hearing on why each 
organization feels its charter 
should be renewed.
The officers of Student 
Government feel that any 
organization which is granted a 
charter is a service organization 
for the benefit of the student 
community ag a whole and does 
not exist for the particu lar 
members of that organization. 
There a re  many separate  
organizations existing now on 
campus. Each is working for its 
own goals. Student Government 
P resident Paul Dubinsky 
believes that, “The more 
organizations you have, the more 
you fractionalize the Student 
Community” .
A series of hearings for the 
individual organizations are  
being planned before Student 
Government. These hearings are 
for the purpose of finding out just 
what advantages each 
organization offers its members 
as well as the whole student body. 
An organization that uses SHU 
benefits and facilities should not 
exist only for the benefit of itself.
It has an obligation to its peers, 
the school and the surrounding 
community.
The hearings should be com­
pleted and the charters signed by 
Dec. 1. The two basic questions 
now are: “Will the Student
Government sign all of the 
existing charters?” And, if not, 
“Does it have a right to discon­
tinue an organization if it feels it 
is not living up to its respon­
sibilities?”
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Emeritus.
3. Each player flips a coin to determine how many 
spaces he will advance: Heads--one space; Tails--Two 
spaces. When a player lands on a “Go to Budget 
Committee” space, he must roll a die to determine the 
outcome. Possible outcomes are:
1. Lose a turn while furiously preparing articles for 
publication.
2. Rejected this time. Go back to the same square.
3. Lose one turn during special investigation by the 
Board.
4. Promoted. Advance 2 squares.
5. Fired if untenured. P l ^  the game elsewhere. If 
tenur^, promotion rejected.
6. Dossier lost. Roll again.
4. Anyone who can think of a way to move ahead three 
spaces at a time should pulbich it and go straight to 
tenure.
4-Note: For SHU Community, square No. 6 should be 
deleted to add realism.
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Convocation
President Kidera attended the 
first meeting of the Convocation 
Committee and offered several 
suggestions. According to Dean 
Bennett the President would like 
the Committee to get away from 
the sheer lecture idea and 
become more student orientated. 
The President also encouraged 
the Committee to try to use more 
internal talent and expressed the 
hope that this y ea r’s con­
vocations would be move varied 
and appealing.
The Committee has some in­
teresting plans for the coming 
semester. The tentative schedule 
is as follows:
Oct. 19-Danny Fisher, the folk 
singer who gave such an en­
joyable performance last year, 
has been invited back.
Nov. 2-An open discussion with
President Kidera, conducted by 
the students.
Nov. 9-Father Giuliani will give 
a presentation on films.
Nov. 23-A convocation is being 
planned on Internal Athletics.
Nov. 30-Claude McNeal is going 
to give a drama presentation.
Other then these convocations, 
which are more or less in the 
works. Dean Bennett says the 
Committee is seeking one or two 
less prominent leaders.
Includee in these are a Black 
speaker and a speaker on prison 
refor. Some type of judicial 
convocation, mock trial, or a 
panel discussion by prominent 
jurists ae planned. Dean Bennett 
said they are also considering a 
proposition for an all .day con­
vocation, similar to last years 
Earth Day.
SHU STUDENT A T  
APA CONVENTION
by ANDY AVEDISIAN 
Mrs. Anita Vigeant, a 
psychology departm ent lab 
assistant here at Sacred Heart, 
delivered a paper at the 
A m e r ic a n  P s y c h o lo g ic a l  
Association convention on- 
September 4, in Washington, D.C.
A s part of a symposium of 6 
unkergraduates, Mrs. Vigeant 
was the only New England 
representative at the convention. 
Her paper was titled 
“ Psychology For Personal 
Developmment” .
Donald W. Brodeu, Phd., head 
of the Psychology Department at 
S.H.U. sponsored Mrs. Vigeant.
The Sheraton P ark  Hotel 
hosted the A.P.A. convention, 
which ran from September 2-7 
and drew over 12,000 interested
people.
Mrs. Vigeant’s paper was 
concerned with the advancement 
of students through psychology. 
The paper excellently discusses 
the topic, vividly stating the 
advantages of psychology in the 
student’s tearing process. Mrs. 
Vigeant feels the following points 
to be the essence of her paper; a 
small teacher-pupil ratio; inter­
disciplinary courses such as 
social psychology and 
educational psychology; not 
restricting the study of human 
behavior to a classroom.
Mrs. Vigeant felt that her trip 
to Washington was both 
refreshing and educational and 
was an excellent way for 
psychologists to come together 
and exchange ideas freely.
The Light Bulb Exercise
by MONKEE HARASS 
It was more or less a crisp, 
comfortable day when the 
student staton manager of WSHU 
looked up at the ceiling in one of 
the studios^,,..,^ “Dammit” , he 
beganas he got up from a rather 
cozy chair. “I gotta call main­
tenance an’ have them replace 
that bulb.” He quickly glanced at 
the clock, then fumbled through 
the extension phone directory. 
“ Hmmmm...ah, yes here it 
is...263” . His fingers began to 
slowly dial the three digits, and 
calmly slumped back into his 
chair. The phone rang for a 
while, and eventually it was 
answered.
“Yo”
“Uh...I think I’ve got the wrong 
number. I’m looking for main­
tenance.”
“You gottem.”
“That’s what I was afraid of.” 
“Whatta ya mean?”
“Never mind. This is the radio 
station.”
“Who?”
“The radio station.”
“The radio station?...oh you 
mean dubbaya NAB???Who’s 
this...Tiny Markle?”
“No, this is the SCHOOL radio 
station...who’s this?”
“This is Mike.”
“Ph, Mike, say listen, we need 
a favor. A bulb has burned out 
down here and we need it 
replaced. Mr. Kidera is having 
guests come down this afternoon, 
and it wouldn’t look good.”
Mike signed as he meditated 
over the situation. “I don’t 
know...ya see I was supposed to 
replace a bulb this mornin’ which 
I ain’t got around to yet, but I 
don’t think I’ll be able to do yours 
today. I got two more I gotta 
replace.”
“Yeah, but Mike are you doing 
anything else?”
“I gotta rest, you know.” 
“Yeah, I never thought of that. 
OK, is Chubby around, then?” 
“No...Chubby’s drivin’ down 
the hall in a tractor. We expect 
him back day after tomorrow.” 
The aggravation could be read 
clear as day on the face of one 
perplexed manager. “OK, Mike” 
he said, slowly, controlling 
himself. “Who’s around?” 
“Maria’s right here. Wann a
talk to her?”
At this point he wasn’t going to 
be particular. “OK,...putter on.” 
Dead air prevailed for about 
ten minutes. Then finally a voice 
sounded in the distance. > “Alio?” 
“Hi, this is the radio station, 
and we’ve had a bulb burn out, 
and we were wondering if...” 
“Alio? This Maria. No spik 
eglis. Gutbye.”
The stress was more than the 
manager could take. His face in 
his hands, he slowly lowered the 
receiver when he could hear Mike 
on the other end. “Hello Hello! 
This is Mike. Did ja get 
everything straightened out? 
Everything OK?”
“No Mike” , said the almost 
trembling with anger and 
frustration  m anager. “ Is 
BobLadenhouf around?”
“ No...he’s in the nu rse’s 
clinic.”
The manager’s anger cooled 
somewhat at the news. “Oh 
yeah? What happened?”
“He picked up a pail of 
water today.”
“And...”
“No, that’s it. He picked up a 
pail toiday.”
“So what happened?”
Mike hesitated. “He did some 
work...Hello Hello. Are you still 
there??? Hello!?!”
About thirty seconds la ter 
someone entered the station and 
picked the poor manager off the 
floor. They sat him down at a 
chair and put the telephone 
receiver bakk in his hands. As 
Mike continued to yell “Hello 
Hello” on the other end of the 
telephone, two members of the 
station walked out the door, ran 
down to the maintenance dept., 
stole a light bulb, and 3an back 
just in time to catch the final act. 
Upon seeing the bulb, the 
manager went back to his con­
versation with Mike. “Well, look 
I gotta go” , Mike began, “bul I’ll 
leave a note for anybody who 
comes in. Maybe they can do it.” 
The astounded m anager, 
looking at the freshly stolen light 
bulb in front ofhim, could only go 
along with the situation at this 
point. “ OK” , he began 
facetiously. “Thanks anyway.” 
“Don’t mention it.”
I ts '  on you  
Register
by THOMAS SACCO 
In July of this year, the State 
Legislature passed a federal 
amendment giving 18 year old the 
right to vote.
The qualifications of a voter 
are set down in the provisions of 
the Constitution of Connecticut, 
and are as follows:
United States citizenship 
18 years of age 
Residence in town for 6 months 
Good moralcharacter 
Sound mind
The process of being admitted 
as a voter is simple and takes 
only a few minutes. Only a 
driver’s license or birth cer­
tificate is necessary for iden­
tification. The Elector’s Oath is 
then administered to qualified 
applicants.
Connecticut has perm anent 
registration. This means that an 
individual who has once been 
made a voter does not have to 
register again unless he moves to 
another town or state, or unless 
he loses his voting rights because 
of “conviction of a disfranchising 
crime.”
With this new age change there 
will be many voters onthe college 
level. But the problem presented 
here is the fact that most of these 
students live away from their 
home towns. The answer to this 
problem is the “absentee ballot” , 
which can be obtained by either 
going to the city hall in one’s 
home town, or by written request. 
Instructions on its use are given 
in the package and it must be 
mailed so that it is received by 
the municipal clerk no later than 
6:00 p.m. on the day before the 
election. When, the election is 
held on a Monday, the ballot must 
be received by the clerk no later 
than 12:00 noon election day.
This process of absentee voting 
has caused a debate at Yale 
University in New Haven, where 
suit was filed by some students 
against the town. They were not 
allowed to reg ister in New 
Haven, because their residency 
time was not permanent even 
though they lived there for 9 
months out of the year. The suit 
was won by the students.
This caused our legislature in 
Hartford to think about the 
policy. Nothing is known or will 
be said about it pending a 
decision in the Appeals Court by 
the States Attorney.
Library 
Suit Won
by ROBERT GONDOS
By a five to four decision, the 
Supreme Court upheld a federal 
grant for the Sacred H eart 
University Library on June 28, 
1971.
Among the other local colleges 
who had requested federal aid for 
expansion were Fairfield  
University, Albertus Magnus 
College, and Amherst College. 
Projects forseen for these schools 
included fine a rts  buildings, 
language laboratoies, and 
science buildings.
Those opposed to granting 
federal help felt that the above 
universities were sectarian in­
stitutions and that by giving 
financial assistance would be 
contrary to the establishment 
clause of the First Amendment. 
From here it went to court. 
School officials were present at 
the district court in Hartford, a 
few years ago, before a three 
judge panel. 'The attorneys for 
the plaintiffs used anything 
available in the school catalogs to 
show that the schools were 
basically non-sectarian. Then 
education qualifications were 
requested. It was pointed out 
that a t Sacred Heart, the 
religious study courses were 
l i s t^  as an academic discipline.
SHU Poets 
Published
A birthday poem for a mutual 
acquaintance impelled two area 
21-year old university students 
towrite and compile a book of 
poetry entitled, “Reflections of 
Twenty-One Years.”
The navy blue paperback, 
written by Miss Valerie Lanier, a 
Sacred Heart University senior, 
and Caesar Castracane, a former 
SHU student now attending 
Housatonic Community College, 
consists of 35 original poems. It 
is also accented by attractive 
powder blue pages and the art 
vvork of Miss Pamela Nugent 
Quinn, a friend of the students.
The book, printed by the 
REMAR Printing Co., Inc. of 
Bridgeport, is now on sale in the 
university bookstore.
The idea to compile a book of 
poetry came suddenly over a cup 
of coffee in the university 
cafeteria, Caesar relates.
“I had written a poem for a 
mutual friend of ours. Val read it 
and liked it. She told me about 
her works so we exchanged each 
others poems.”
It was basically Val’s idea to 
publish a book. We had both been 
compiling our own poems since 
high school and we felt a need td 
print a t least some of our work.” 
Most of the book’s poetry had 
been written within the last year 
although a number of works date 
back to the students’ high school 
days.
Each poem also reflects the 
basic individual attitudes of the 
author. For Caesar, impressions 
about different people and events 
become the dominant theme 
throughout his poetry while 
Valerie’s are impressions con­
cerning life and the positive 
aspects of death.
“I usually get an idea for a 
poem through a personal ex­
perience...usually from someone 
very close.” Valerie, an English 
major and prospective novelist 
states, “It may begin with a very 
minor thought, then it builds up 
during the day.”
“Sometimes I find it very hard 
to express myself directly to a 
close friend. Through poetry, I 
am able to bring across those 
ideas much more easily.” 
Valerie also feels “Reflections 
of Twenty-One Years.” Years.” 
is personalized poetry for all 
ages. “The poems have a lot to 
do with the people at Sacred 
Heart University,” she adds.
Caesar Castracane, a former 
SHU student, is presently an art 
history m ajor a t Housatonic 
Community College. A number 
of his poems which he describes 
as “mood poetry” , have already 
been printed in the New Haven 
Register.
“I never have as yet, been able 
to sit down to write a poem,” he 
admits. “Sometimes it comes 
momentarily; other times I have 
to thinkabout an idea for a 
while.” He pointed out that most 
of his ideas for poetry also come 
from personal experiences.
In regard to “Reflections of 
Twenty-One Y ears” Caesar 
simply states, “There really isn’t 
any reason why people should 
buy this book. I think the poetry 
is good...it’s enjoyable...it’s just 
the reflections of two lives...an 
insight to how two young people 
thin and view life.”
Our Family
Sacred H eart University 
welcomes new members to its 
distinguished staff.
New faculty include Sister 
P a tric ia  McCabe, assistan t 
professor of Biology, Sr. McCabe 
received her AB from Albertus 
Magnus College, MA from 
Catholic University and her PhD 
from Ohio State University. Sr. 
McCabe is also the author of 
various articles, poems and has 
done illustrations.
Another appointment has been 
made in the Science Department. 
Dr. Alexander J. Fakete Jr. is 
assistant professor of Chemistry. 
Dr. Fakete received his BS from ' 
Fairfield University, MS from 
Boston College, and his PhD from 
the University of Connecticut.
Miss Gertrude D. Diskin has 
been appointed assistan t 
professor in the Social Science 
D epartm ent. Miss Diskin 
received her AB from Regis 
College, MA from Georgetown 
University and is presently a 
candidate for her PhD at 
American University.
Mr. Lawrence D. Waterbury 
has been appointed assistant 
professor in the Business 
Department. Mr. Waterbury 
received his BS from Ohio State 
University and his MBA from the 
University of Chicago. He is also 
a CPA in the state of Ohio.
Two councelors have joined the 
Guidance Department.
Mr. Nick Gimpel received his 
BS Ed. and his MA degree in 
guidance from the University of 
Georgia.
Mr. L. Wayne Rogers is a 
graduate of the University of 
Wisconsin receiving his BS 
degree in M ichanical 
Engineering. He also received 
his Bachelor of Divinity Degree 
from Andover-Newton and his 
MS in guidance from the 
University of Bridgeport.
In administrative affairs Mr. 
Joseph Burkart has been ap­
pointed the D irector of 
Development for Sacred Heart 
University. Mr. B urkart 
received his BA degree in Con­
tem porary Civilization from 
Washington and Lee in 
Lexington, Va. Before coming to 
Sacred Heart, Mr. B urkart 
worked several years raising 
corporate funds for the United 
Fund in New York. Prior to that, 
he was the E astern  Field 
Director for Dartmouth College, 
for their fifty-one million dollar 
corporate campaign. Also, Mr. 
B urkart was the assistan t 
Director at Vassar College for 
their fifty million dollar cor­
porate campaign.
Mrs. Dennis Schneider is the 
new Sacred Heart University 
news director. Mrs. Schneider is 
a graduate of the University of 
Bridgeport receiving her BA 
degree in journalism. Mrs. 
Schneider is also an instructor of 
journalism  at Housatonic 
Community College. Prior to 
joining Sacred Heart University, 
Mrs. Schneider was the city 
Education repo rter for the 
W aterbury Republican and 
American. Before going to 
Waterbury, Mrs. Schneider was 
city Education reporter for the 
Milford Citizen. While attending 
the University of Bridgeport, she 
also worked sum m ers as a 
general reporter and feature 
writer for the Evening Sentinei in 
Ansonia.
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Business Office Lacks
What Christian actions have 
the Sacred Heart Business Office 
ventured into lately? Well, let’s 
try fraud for openers.
The Business Office, in its 
never ending battle to balance 
the books, has leaped into the 
land of crime. Specifically, the 
Business Office has stated in 
writing tha t all graduating 
seniors must have all parking 
fines, overdue book fines, etc.
Reflections . . .
“A committee of faculty, ad­
m inistration, and MY GOD, 
students.” He roared, “ It would 
be a headhunting expedition with 
those students there.”
“Now really. Doctor Dinque, 
don’t you think that students 
should have some say in this?” 
This was a basic philosophical 
difference between the Doctor 
and myself. I insisted that 
students had intelligence. The 
Doctor insisted the opposite.
Things were obviously just 
about to end between the Doctor 
and myself. The Doctor was 
beginning to rem em ber the 
reasons that he did not trust 
students and his eyes began to 
draw a bead on any grade I might 
get from him in future courses. 
Fortunately for me, there were 
none on the horizon. Thus 
strengthened, I risked one last 
question or two. “At any rate. 
Doctor, you should have nothing 
to worry about.”
“Why is that?” A look of 
suspicion covered his face—and 
my future grades, if any.
“A person who can relate to the 
students the way you can , 
doesn’t have anything to worry 
about, right?”
RIIIIGHT!
paid before the senior can call 
Sacred Heart an alma mater. 
This is to say, “no money, then no 
graduation.” So in the land of 
graduates, the recent S.H.U. 
graduate is feeling secure 
knowing he owes no more money 
to Sacred Heart University.
Months la te r though, the 
Business Office, in the best 
tradition of Sherlock Holmes, 
discovers parking fines that have 
not been paid. Why the new 
discovery? Elementary Dr. 
Watson, the Business Office 
s w i t c h e d  b o o k k e e p i n g  
procedures in January of 1971 
and these old fines “slipped 
through” . So what does the 
Business Office do? They send 
the bills out to the graduates. 
When questioned as to why the 
graduate received a diploma if 
money was owed to the school, 
the Business Office, in the true 
spirit of Christianity, replies 
“Any senior who owed less than 
ten dollars was allowed to 
graduate” .
Detect any contradictions 
crime fighters? In the most strict 
legal sense this must constitute 
fraud. Morally it is the height of 
hypocracy for a Catholic in­
stitution.
No doubt the Business Office 
has performed this act many 
times without being detected. 
And no doubt they will continue 
unless the victims-that is you 
s t u d e n t s - d e m a n d  s t r i c t  
clarification of the policy con­
cerning bills for seniors, among 
other things. You have two 
agencies available for such ac­
tion, the Student Government and 
the University Senate. Unless 
something is done, any student at 
Sacred Heart has a good chance 
of being victimized.
Signed
Thomas Fitzgerald
Cornell Has 
Studen t 
in M ind
Mount Vernon,la.- (I.P. ) -
Cornell College has adopted a 
new academic program designed 
to fit the needs and goals of the 
individual student by providing 
four alternate academic routes to 
a bachelor’s degree.
The Cornell Plan encompasses 
two new degree programs, along 
with the traditional bachelor of 
arts and bachelor of music 
degrees which Cornell has of­
fered for many years. It will go 
into effect this month.
The two hew degrees are the 
bachelor of special studies 
(B.S.S.) and the bachelor of 
philosophy (B. Ph.). Unlike the 
B.A. and the B.Mus., the new 
degrees allow the student to 
design his own plan of study with 
the guidance of a faculty advisor.
A student in the B.S.S. or the 
B.Ph. program may earn letter 
grades in courses, or he may 
audit these courses and not be 
required to take class 
examinations or receive grades. 
He does not have to be graded on 
independent study, either.
Because of this, it will be 
possible, uneer the new degree 
programs, for a student to study 
for four years here without ever 
taking a class examination or 
receiving a grade for a course or 
project.
The main difference between 
the two new degree programs is 
that the B.Ph. candidate must 
pass comprehensive senior year 
examinations in the field or fields 
in which he professes com­
petence.
N o c o m p r e h e n s i v e  
examinations are required for 
the B.S.S. degree, but a student 
must have his advisor’s cer­
tification that he has satisfac­
torily accomplished all work he 
undertook for his degree 
program.
Beginning this year, each 
student at registration will 
submit to his faculty advisor an 
outline of all academic work- 
courses taken for grades, courses
which he plans to accomplish 
during the semester.
At the end of each semester, a 
student’s progress will be 
reviewed by his advisor. If any 
faculty member believes that an 
advisee has not made sufficient 
progress in a self-designated 
course of study, he may ask the 
dean of the college to annoint a
Theives in 
Washington
Climaxing a five day stay in 
Washington, Dr. Donald Brodeur 
and his wife were robbed just 
before checking out of the Park 
Sheraton Hotel a t 10:30 a.m. on 
Tuesday, September 7. Dr. and 
Mrs. Broideur were in the nation’s 
capitol, attending a conference 
of the American Psychological 
Association.
Our Psychology Department 
Chairman was sponsoring Mrs. 
Anita Vigeant, an undergraduate 
student who was taking part in 
the Conference on“ Un- 
dergraduates Evaluate the 
Psychology Major” However, 
Mrs. Vigeant was unaware of the 
robbery.
The Brodeurs were in the 
process of packing when they 
were surprised by two intruders 
who were described as being welt 
dressed. One of the robbers was 
said to have been carrying a 
sawed-off shotgun with a stocking 
mask donned over his head while 
the other did not wear a mask. 
The couple were told to lie on the 
floor. The intruders then 
proceeded to confiscate their 
currency and other valuables. 
Their funds however, were in the 
form of Traveler’s Checks so the 
amount taken was comparatively 
small.
Dr. Brodeur then said the two 
tied both him and his wife and 
warned them not to cry out for 
help, then diszppeared. A few 
minutes later, the robbers 
returned to make sure the 
Brodeurs were unable to free 
themselves immediately.
After about 20 minutes had 
elapsed, the Brodeurs were able 
to freethem selves and then 
summoned help. The City Police 
were then called out, along with a 
house detective, and fingerprint 
man, who all carried out a 
thorough investigation. Dr. 
Brodeur andhis wife were 
unharmed and left for their 
return trip home.
Deferrm ent
by HOBERT SOMMERS
There are no more student 
deferm ents. On Sept. 28 
President Nixon signed into law a 
bill extending the draft for a 
period of two years. The bill also 
gave thte President the authority 
to do away with student defer­
ments.
Students who entered school 
before the summer of 1971 will be 
jjermitted to retain their 2S 
d e f e r men t  c l ass i f i ca t ion,  
provided their academ ic 
progress is satisfactory . 
Students entering school for the 
first time in the summer or fall of 
1971 will not be eligible for the 2S 
classification.
Students who are called for 
active duty will be permitted to 
finish the semester in which they 
are enrolled. If they are in their 
last academic year, induction 
may be postponed until after 
graduation.
Students holding 2S 
classifications become eligible 
for induction upon graduation.. 
They retain the number of their 
first year in the lottery which sill 
be considered for the draft ac­
cording to that number.
The loss of the student defer­
ments is expected to affect only a 
few of the incoming freshmen, 
because a majority of the fresh­
men are eighteen years old. 
Their lottery year will be 1073. 
The draft quota is expected to 
decrease in 1972 and 1973. Due to 
the decreasing draft quota, only a 
small percentage can expect to 
be inducted.
The Miller Analogy Test will be 
held a t the University of 
Bridgeport Controlled Testing 
Center on:
November 13, 1971 
December 11, 1971.
(not including himself) to review 
rilhst student’s work.
The student must  appear 
before this committee to discuss 
his work, not only for the 
semester just past but for the 
entire time has been enrolled 
here.
After talking with a student, 
the committee may recommend 
one of five courses of action: 
permitting the student to con­
tinue his own plan of study, 
placing him on probation, 
requiring him to register for a 
full class load, advising him to 
withdraw from the College, or 
dropping him.
Two years of extensive study 
by Cornell personnel went into 
formulating the new program. 
Various alternatives were 
studied and rejected before the 
Cornell Plan was adopted.
Phys. Ed. is Active
Sept. 28 marked the beginning 
of touch football season and the 
opening of an expanded and tight 
knit in tram ural schedule at 
Sacred Heart. Miss Dorothy 
Anger and Bob Convetito, co­
ordinators of in tram ural ac­
tivities at the university, plan to 
utilize all facilities and offer 
recreation in the fullest to both 
men and women at SHU.
The intramural football league 
will be run mu6h the same as last 
year. This will mean a round- 
robin tournament with playoffs at 
the end of the season. Seven men 
will play for each team and the 
games will consist of 2 20 minute 
halves. Officials will be provided 
by the Intramural Department.
Yoga classes will be offered 
this semester for the first time at 
Sacred Heart. Sessions will begin 
on Oct. 7 and run for 8 weeks on 
Thursday evenings between 7-8 
p.m. The fee will be eight dollars 
payable the first meeting. 
Sessions will be held in the 
gymnasium with Miss Shirley 
Yannell instructing. Miss 
Yannell has offered the course at 
other institutions with great 
success. To register see Miss 
Anger in the gym.
Im m ediately following the 
football season a Volleyball 
tournament will be offered. 
There will be seperate com- 
petitoon for men and women. 
The action will begin in
November and run until 
Christmass recess. Plans are in 
the making for a coed Volleyball 
tournament. This is likely to 
occur in mid February.
Spring will bring about softball 
competition. Regulations will be 
the same as last year and a 
tentative date is early April.
Aside from tournam ent 
competition instruction will be 
available in badminton, 
volleyball, basketball, table 
tennis, deck tennis and golf. 
Anyone interested should contact 
Miss Anger and arrange an 
appointment.
Recreation hours have been set 
for 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. every day. 
During this time the gymnasium 
will be open to all students. 
Beginning with the first week of 
October the gymnasium will be 
open on Monday, Tuesday, and 
Wednesday evenings between 7-9 
p.m. Monday will be instituted as 
Women’s night. Tuesday will be 
Coed night and Wednesday Men’s 
night.
In the very near future table 
tennis wil be set up in the gym 
lobby. All students will be able to 
participate everyday.
Plans are in the making for a 
table tennis tournam ent and 
possibly boxball competition. 
Further details will be given in 
the future. Miss Anger is open for 
suggestions from any students 
interested in recreation at Sacred 
Heart.
StBah &Breui
The Greatest Eating k  Drinking Public House Ever
WESTPORT
1849 E. State St. (Post Rd.) near Exit 19, Conn. Thwy.
^  SFEGIAL $
OFFER! OFFER!
UPON PRESENTATION OF COLLEGE I. D. CARD 
OFFER GOOD SUN. THRU FRI. DURING SCHOOL SEMESTER
(DOES NOT mCLDDE STEARBURGER OR SUCED STEAK)
ALL THE SALAD YOU CAN MAKE
PLUS A GREAT RONELESS SIRLOIN STEAK
*5.25x«o»=. 
STEAKBURGER !(2.50 
SLICED SIRLOIN STEAK $3.50 
ROAST PRIME RIBS OF BEEF
1* 1'  Our regular cut of Double cut of beef $ r  i v r
4 . D 9  roast prime ribs of beef on the bone 0 .  •  w
. A . X . S O  
B e e f  B r o c h e t t e  •  F i l e t  M ie n o i i  
L o b s t e r  T a i l s  s S t e a k  &  L o b s t e r  T a i l
BUY BEER BY THE PITCHER FOR ONLY 75c 
W H A T  DO YOU W E A R ?  A N Y T H IN G !
Open 4:30 p.m . Mon— S a t From 1 P.M. Sun.
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Soccer 
to ’Em
Sacred Heart U niversity’s 
soccer team boasts a 3-1 record 
having defeated M arist, St. 
Peter’s and Lehman while only 
losing one game to Western 
Connecticut.
Charles F e rrie ra  led the 
Pioneers with three goals on 
opening day against M arist 
College. Ron Lako also con­
tributed a goal in the 4-0 effort by 
the S.H.U. kickers.
Ferriera, Joe McGuigan and 
Pat McGuigan were credited 
assists.
Facing the Peacocks of St. 
Peter’s University, Ferriera 
ombined efforts with All 
American Joe McGuigan to lead 
Sacred Heart to a 2-1 victory. 
Ferriera scored S.H.U.’s first 
goal off an assist by halfback Pat 
McGuigan. L ater F errie ra  
assisted Joe McGuigan who 
tallied the decisive point.
A three goal scoring spree by 
senior superstar Joe McGuigan 
enabled Sacred Heart to defeat 
Lehman 3-1. McGuigan con­
verted a free kick and scored off 
two assists by Charlie Ferriera. 
In their last outing. Coach 
Charlie E gevari’s Pioneers 
suffered their first loss as 
W estern Connecticut State 
College edged ahead 1-0.
“Joe 99 S
The View on the R adio
This past year has been a long 
one for the record and broad­
casting industry, due to the great 
amount of hew releases, and their 
popularity. One year ago, it was 
a “No no” to hear an album cut 
on a station like WABC. With the 
proliferation of good album 
products, the average 
program m er who is worth 
anyUiing, cannothelp but open up 
the traditionally rigid top 40 
playlist, and implement some of 
thetoplOOalubums. This process 
can also be attributed to the
recent success of stations such as 
WPLJ and WNEW F.M. 
Programmers of the competition, 
WABC (who incidentally own 
WPLJ) and WOR FM, took a long 
hard look at the ratings, and the 
apparent popularity of the 
progressive rockers, and decided 
it was about time to shed their 
rigid, plastic image, and loosen 
up their playlist. The results, are 
that straight top 40 is on the way 
out, and a hybrid of top 40, lots of 
oldies and alubum cute, is on the 
way up. The amount of album 
music played isusualoky decided
China - U.N..?
The day for Chinese 
representation in the United 
Nations may soon be here. The 
two-thirds m ajority v(jte for 
seating Peking and ousting 
Taiwan is a possibility when the 
General Assembly meets in late 
September. Even United Stattes 
policy, which has consistently 
fought Chinese representation in 
any form has changed. Now 
Washington, through Secretary 
of State Rogers statement, says, 
that the United States would vote 
to seat the Peoples Republic of 
China i the United Nations. The 
Nixon administration would still 
oppose the removal of the non­
communist Nationalist Govern­
ment of Taiwan. The United 
States may still be behind the 
times in seating the seven hun­
dred million people of China, but 
there is a new reality forming. 
Two decades of United States 
isolation of Communist China is 
ending. This new sense in reality 
is reflected in PR resident 
Nixon’s forth coming trip to 
Peking.
The battle is shaping up in the 
United Nations. The Albanian 
Resolution has a good chance of 
passing theGeneral Assembly. 
This resolution calls for the 
seating of the Chinese Com­
munists as the legal government 
of China and for the expulsion of 
the Taiwan regime of Chiang Kai 
Shek. This resolution received a 
majority vote in the General 
Assembly last year. But it was 
not made law because ever since 
1961, the Assembly required that 
a two-thirds majority was needed 
to seat a new government in the 
United Nations. This is what the 
United States had obtained from 
the Assembly prior to any voting 
on Peking. It now seems possible 
that the two thirds restraint will
be rejected this year.
This poses a large problem for 
United States. “How will our 
government act in saving the 
Taiwan government from ex­
pulsion?”
There are some observers who 
say that we will not work very 
hard in upholding the Taiwan 
position. But others believe that 
the U.S. will do whatever she can 
to keep two Chinas in the U.N. 
The Nixon Administration is still 
a firm supporter of Chiang Kai 
Shek.
How will Communist China 
react to the two China policy. 
The Peking regime has con­
tinually stated that they wold 
never accept a seat in the U.N. if 
the Taiwan government was 
represented in any way. The 
Rogers Plan has already been 
denounced in Uhina. But if 
Taiwan is expelled from the 
Security Council, and only 
retains her General Assembly 
position, perhaps Peking will 
change her mind. She would gain 
representation as one of the five 
great powers on the Security 
Council. In this way there would 
be two Chinas in the United 
Nations to satisfy the United 
States and Taiwan. Many ob­
servers believe that Taiwan 
might accept her reduced 
position and that Peking would be 
satisfied with her grat power 
status. The way may be open to 
compromise.
What ever the outcome the 
days of isolation will soon be 
over. The governments of the 
world are ready to normalize 
relatios with Peking. The only 
way for peaceful resolution of 
problems in this world, especially 
inAsia, will be with the par­
ticipation of the Peking govern­
ment.
upon by the individual station, 
but don’t be so wuick to write top 
40 radio off as dead. Ratings and 
sales facts prove that progressive 
radio is the product of only the 
large market. It surviveso^y in 
cities or suburbs of cities such as 
New York, Chicago, Miami, Los 
Angeles, etc.
Now, what are the progressive 
rock stations in this area? Most 
notable are: WPLJ, 95.7; WNEW 
FM,102.7; WCBS FM, 101.1; 
WLIR, 92.7; and after miidnight, 
WBLI, 106.1. These are all in 
stereo. Also, WGLI, 1290 AM, 
WSHU, 91.1, and WPKN. Some 
good top 40 stations are, WAVZ, 
WNHC, WDRC, and WOR FM. 
Probably the best top 40 station in 
this part of the state is WPLR 
FM, at 99.1 stereo. Another good 
FM top 40 rocker is WBAB from 
Long Island. Enough on radio.
Here are some of the more 
outstanding record releases of 
the past few weeks; The Jef­
ferson Airplane have finally 
come out with another album. It’s 
on a new label, and packaged 
very originally, on grunt records.
“Bark” is receiving heavy 
airplay across the country onFM. 
John Sebastian, who hasn’t been 
heard from in a while, also has 
released a new album entitled, 
“TheFour of Us” . Watch out for, 
“Apple Hill” and “Well, Well, 
Well” to be released as singles. 
John Lennon, in his latest effort 
called “Imagine” has emerged 
as a British Dylan. Picks : “Give 
me some Truth” and “Crippoed 
Inside” . “Yardbirds Live” is a 
remaster of a collection of live 
past performances. This album 
features Jimmy Paige, who has 
since become a Led Zepplin. The 
Beegees strike again. 'This time 
in “Trafalagar” . “Isreal” and 
“Remembering” are two cute 
worth rem em bering. The 
firesign theatre rewrutes history 
on “I Think We’re All Gozos on 
this Bus” . What else can be said?
Carole King and “Tapestry” is 
still number one album on 
Billboard andRecord World. 
Singles to watch for...“Long Ago 
and Far Awayp’, James Taylor; 
“Peace Train” , Cat Stevens; 
“Only You Know And I Know” , 
Delaney and Bonnie; and a long 
shot, “Been So Long” , by Hot 
Tuna.
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To Joe McGuigan, star outside 
left-forward for the Sacred Heart 
University soccer team, summer 
recess m eant vigorous par­
ticipation as an American 
representative in the 1971 Pan- 
American gam es in Cali, 
Columbia.
McGuigan, a graduate of Notre 
Dame High School, came to SHU 
in 1969. In two years, Joe has 
blistered the Sacred Heart record 
books with his high scoring 
phenomonon. In his freshman 
season, the 6’0 ,170 lbs. junior set 
a new school soccer mark scoring 
18 goals. McGuigan quickly 
surpassed this performance wiUi 
22 goals in the following fall 
season.
A native of soccer oriented 
Scotland, Joe learned the game 
before coming to America some 
13 years ago. McGuigan spent 
time with the top amateur soccer 
clubs in the East before earning 
a scholarship to Sacred Heart.
In early July, Joe McGuigan 
left Bridgeport, Conn., to begin 2 
weeks training at the University 
of Miami as one of the 22 players 
to comprise the United States 
soccer team. Beginning their 
tour, the U.S. representatives 
were defeated in a pre-olympiad 
game by Barbados 3-0. The team 
then went on to tie El Salvador, 1- 
1. In Cali, Columbia, the action 
began with the U.S. dropping its 
first game to Argentina, 1-0. In 
the next match against the team 
from Bermuda, the U.S. came out 
aiiead, 4-3. Joe McGuigan 
exemplified his usual style 
scoring 1 goal and being credited 
for 1 assist. Haite fell next to the 
U.S. team, 3-2. The SHU scoring 
flash sc o r^  one goal in the effort 
and suffered an unfortunate 
ankle injury.
The U.S. moved on to the final 
round and faced Columbia, Cuba, 
Argentina, Canada and Trinidad. 
McGuigan was unable to see 
action in the first two games due 
to his injury. However coming 
back against Trinidad he tallied a 
goal and an assist.
In the return trip, the U.S. 
faced Barbados and El Salvador 
again. McGuigan was unable to 
see action due to his rerecuring 
injuries. Back at Sacred Heart, 
Joe is looking forward to 1972 and 
hopefully the 1972 Olympics in 
Munich, Germany.
ATTENTION STUDENTS
The Stratford MotorMnn located Merritt Pkway Exit 53 have many 
attractive rooms to rent by the week or month. Rooms have own 
shower, 24 hr. telephone service, free parking and maid service if 
desired.
For further information call Bob Corcoran 378-7351
HAIR
WE CUT^IT
39 South P ine C reek Rd. 
Fairfield  phone 255-4230
